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Abstract

The current lifestyles, increasing population and limited resources result in energy research being
at the forefront of worldwide grand challenges, increasing the demand for sustainable and more
efficient energy devices. In this context, Additive Manufacturing brings the possibility of making
electrodes and electrical energy storage (EES) devices in any desired 3D shape and dimensions,
while preserving the multifunctional properties of the active materials in terms of surface area
and conductivity. This paves the way to optimized and more efficient designs for energy devices.
Here we describe how three-dimensional (3D) printing will allow the fabrication of bespoke
devices - with complex geometries, tailored to fit specific requirements and applications - by
designing water-based thermo-responsive inks to 3D-print different materials in one step. For
example, printing the active material precursor (Chemically Modified Graphene, rCMG) and the
current collector (copper) for supercapacitors or anodes for Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). The
formulation of thermo responsive inks using Pluronic F127 provides an aqueous-based, robust,
flexible and easy scalable-up approach. The devices are designed to provide low resistance
interface, enhanced electrical properties, mechanical performance, packing of rCMG and low
active material density while facilitating the post-processing of the multicomponent 3D printed
structures. The electrode materials are selected to match post-processing conditions. The
reduction of the active material (rCMG) and sintering of the current collector (Cu) take place
simultaneously. The electrochemical performance of the rCMG-based self-standing binder-free
electrode and the two-materials rCMG/Cu printed prove the potential of multi-material printing
in energy applications.
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Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, based on making a 3D object of virtually any shape
from a digital model, open up completely new possibilities to design and fabricate devices and
structures. AM promises integrated, customized and unusually shaped components with
improved performance that can be created on demand in a one-step process. On the other hand,
graphene with its unique intrinsic properties, is expected to revolutionize a wide range of
applications including membranes1, multifunctional composites2, Joule Heaters,3
supercapacitors,4 Li-ion Batteties (LIBs)5, redox-flow batteries6, among other energy
applications7. The integration of graphene in AM is attracting increasing attention as a path to
extend its practical applications8-9. This is particularly attractive in the context of electrodes and
devices for EES10-13. Despite the continuous progress on graphene research and AM, there are
still many issues to address, for example combining graphene with other materials or retaining its
unique intrinsic properties during the process.14 Graphene, with a theoretical surface area of
2600 m2 g-1, high electrical conductivity and mechanical robustness has the potential to improve
the performance of EES current devices. The current routes to prepare an electrode for an EES
system show two main limitations.
First, they require a significant amount of binder (>5 wt%) to prepare slurries or inks that can be
used to coat current-collecting foils which are then laminated into thin films and integrated into
pouch, prismatic or button cells. Their performance is hindered as the binder increases the
electrical resistivity of the electrode. Conductive additives such as carbon black or carbon
nanotubes (CNTs)15 are often used to mitigate these problems. A promising approach involves
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the preparation of aerogels based on binder-free graphene16,17-18 or CNTs 19,20 as 3D seamless
electrodes. A huge effort is currently being made on the wet processing of aerogels and 3D
structures from graphene-related 2D materials.21,22
Secondly, many EES devices show limited performance due to the thin-film configuration which
provides insufficient interfacial areas for energy storage. Recently direct ink writing (DIW) has
been proved as an efficient way to integrate 2D materials and therefore increasing the interfacial
area.17,23-24 This AM technique enables 3D printing of any material that can be processed into a
paste with optimised viscoelastic flow; it also allows building multi-material 3D structures with
fine resolution while minimizing waste25. One of the first EES devices using DIW consisted of
an interdigitated micro-battery.26 More recently a full cell combining electrodes of Graphene
Oxide and Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP) and lithium titanium oxide (Li4Ti5O12, LTO)
as cathode and anode materials was also made using DIW.27 Both studies are example of the
potential of DIW in energy devices but despite the rapid progress in the field there are still
fundamental challenges to overcome. It is necessary to provide more flexible, robust and simple
water-based approaches for multi-material printing, avoiding complicated bespoke formulations
and solvent based systems.
In this work we address the challenge of assembling 2D colloids of CMG with other materials to
build multi-material devices using an AM technique based on the continuous extrusion of
colloidal inks at room temperature. This process enables the direct printing of electrodes for EES
in any desired 3D shape and dimensions, while preserving the multifunctional properties of the
active materials in terms of surface area and conductivity. The challenge is to formulate colloidal
inks of different materials with matching flow behavior and viscoelasticity to manufacture multicomponent electrodes for EES applications. Here, we use an aqueous-based thermo-responsive
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formulation to fabricate proof-of-concept electrodes combining chemically modified graphene
(CMG) as active material and copper as current collector. Copper, a common current collector of
anodes for LIBs, is selected as archetypical example of a high-conductivity metallic track whose
sintering conditions match the thermal treatment required to reduce the CMG aerogels in the
electrode. These formulations are water-based, non-toxic, flexible and easily scalable up,
facilitating the design of inks containing different materials (in terms of shape, size, chemistry
and surface area) from 2D materials (CMG) to metallic particles (Cu) with optimized rheological
behavior to 3D print multi-material devices.
Experimental Methods
Materials. Spherical copper powder was purchased from Alfa Aesar with average particle size of
10 micron and purity of 99.9% (metals basis). Tens of grams of Chemically Modified Graphene
(CMG) were reproducibly and safely prepared using a modified procedure from Tour et al.,28
using natural graphite powder, Aldrich. (Supporting Information). Pluronic® F-127 powder,
BioReagent, suitable for cell culture was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Supercapacitor
components: cellulose paper separator (TF4060, Nippon Kodoshi Corp.), “nanowhisker” Al foil
tab (Toyal Carbo®, Toyo Aluminiurn K.K.) and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMI-TFSI, 99%, Iolitec) electrolyte.
CMG synthesis was performed in a custom-built reactor designed to manipulate up to 10 L of
concentrated acids. In a typical synthesis, a 9:1 mixture of concentrated H2SO4/H3PO4 (3:0.3 L)
was mixed with 24 g of natural graphite flakes (150-500 µm sieved, Aldrich), followed by the
addition of 144 g of KMnO4 (6 wt%). This slightly exothermic reaction increased the
temperature up to 35-40 °C during the mixing process. Afterwards, the temperature controller
was set at 50 °C while stirring vigorously at 400 rpm for 18 h. Once completed, the reactor was
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cooled down to room temperature and a peristaltic pump was used for the slow addition of 1.72
L of aqueous H2O2 (2 wt%) that stopped the oxidation. The graphene oxide suspension was
washed using repeated centrifugation at 9000 rpm (Thermo Scientific Sorvall LYNX 6000 super
speed Centrifuge) and re-dispersion in double-distilled water. The work-up was carried out until
the supernatant water of the centrifuged CMG was close to pH 6, typically occurring after 16
washing cycles. Low speed (<1000 rpm) centrifugation cycles were performed to remove any
un-exfoliated graphite particles.
CMG characterization. The lateral dimensions of the CMG flakes were measured using optical
microscopy (Axio Scope A1, Zeiss). The CMG content in the slurry was estimated from freezedried CMG samples. Thermogravimetric analysis (TG 449 F1 Jupiter Thermo-Nanobalance,
NETZSCH) was performed to evaluate the presence of impurities by heating the freeze-dried GO
up to 800 °C at 10 °C min-1 in air. Carbon content was verified by elemental analysis.
Pluronic stock solution preparation. A Thinky ARE-250 Mixer was used to prepare a Pluronic®
F-127 stock solution (25 wt%) that was stored in a fridge for 24 h to facilitate the mixing (below
the transition temperature (~17 °C) for F127 solution where its viscosity is very low). Until the
stock solution became transparent a consecutive sequence of steps of 2 minutes mixing, 2
minutes de-foaming and 15 minutes cooling (below LCST) are followed to obtain a
homogeneous solution that is then ready to prepare the inks.
Ink formulation. A 25wt% Pluronic® F-127 aqueous stock solution was prepared using a Thinky
ARE-250 Mixer in a sealed HDPE thick wall container. The copper ink was prepared using the
F-127 stock solution and copper powder with solid loading up to 85 wt% to achieve the desired
rheological behavior. CMG inks have been prepared from freeze dried CMG with a fixed weight
ratio CMG:Pluronic® F-127 of 1:1. Cu powders and CMG flakes were mixed with F127
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solutions in an ice bath prior homogenization and defoaming with Thinky ARE-250. The final
solids content of the CMG inks varied between 2.5 and 6 wt%. Cu inks were prepared by mixing
10 µm spherical Cu particles (up to 85 wt%) with a 25 wt% aqueous F127 stock solution. The
inks were prepared at least 24h beforehand to ensure stable rheological response.
Ink rheology. The flow behaviour and viscoelastic properties of the copper and CMG inks were
measured in a Discovery Hybrid Rheometer HR1 (TA Instruments) with a parallel plate (ø = 40
mm) and a solvent trap cover. The viscoelastic properties (G’, G’’) were assessed with strain and
frequency sweeps, and the effect of the temperature was monitored with a temperature ramp. In
detail, viscoelastic fingerprints and linear viscosity region (LVR) were evaluated with stresscontrolled amplitude sweeps at a fixed frequency of 396 rad/s, and stress-controlled frequency
sweeps at a fixed strain of 0.15%.
Printing. Copper and CMG inks were used to print a 3D object in a single step using a robotic
deposition device (Robocad 3.0, 3-D inks Stillwater, OK) on a 0.5 mm thickness graphite paper.
Post-processing. The printed electrodes were frozen in liquid nitrogen and freeze dried for 48 h
(Freezone 4.5, Labconco Corporation) followed by thermal reduction at 900 oC for 1h under
10%H2/90%Ar atmosphere.
Structural, mechanical and electrochemical characterization. Printed samples and devices
were thoroughly characterised using BET, FESEM, Raman spectroscopy, XPS, TEM and TGA
as well as compression tests while monitoring their electrical conductivity.
Specific surface, BET values were obtained using nitrogen physisorption at 77K in a 3 Flex
(Micromeritics, USA). The sample was degassed under vacuum for 16 h at 120 °C followed by
in-situ degassing at 120 °C for 4 h. BET surface area calculation was obtained from N2 isotherm
using 3Flex Version 3.02 software package (Micromeritics, USA).
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CMG and rCMG objects were also characterized by FESEM, XPS and its electrical conductivity
by 4-point probe method.
FEGSEM. Structural features were analysed at 5kV with field emission scanning electron
microscopy on a LEO Gemini 1525 FEGSEM equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) microprobe (INCA Sight Oxford-instruments, UK). All samples were coated with a thin
Cr layer before the observation.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and Scanning TEM (STEM) of the r-CMG electrode
flakes were carried out using a FEI Titan 80-300 S/TEM operated at 80 kV
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Analyses were performed on dried CMG, 3D-printed
CMG:Pluronic and r-CMG 3D printed networks using a K-Alpha spectrometer (ThermoFisher
Scientific; East Grinstead, UK). XPS spectra were acquired using a microfocused
monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hυ = 1486.6 eV). An X-ray spot of ~400x800 μm ellipse
shape was used and three different areas were spotted. Core level C1s, CKLL, O1s, N1s, Mn1s,
S2p, Na1s spectra were acquired using a pass energy of 200 eV and high regions at 40eV.
XPS Data Analysis. Casa XPS was used for data interpretation. Shirley or two point linear
background subtractions were employed depending on background shape. Scofield crosssections were used as relative sensitivity factors in the calculation of the atomic percentages
(with RSF of C 1s = 1.000). Peaks were fitted using GL(30) lineshapes; a combination of a
Gaussian (70%) and Lorentzian (30%). All XP spectra were charge corrected by referencing the
fitted contribution of C-C graphitic like carbon in the C 1s signal to 284.6 eV. The atomic
percentages were calculated from the peak areas in the acquired high resolution C 1s and O 1s
photoelectron spectra using Scofield sensitivity factors.
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Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw Raman inVia microscope using a 532 nm
excitation laser source at a laser power of 1.5 mW. The spectra were collected over an area of
25x25 µm2 and an average spectrum was calculated.
Mechanical characterization. The mechanical tests were carried out in a Zwick universal testing
machine with a maximum load of 2 kN. The 3D structures were subjected to cyclic compression
in the direction perpendicular to the printing plane: up to 5 cycles at 10% and 20% strain, with a
holding period of 30s under position-controlled movement of 1 mm min-1.
Electrical conductivity. A standard 4-point probe method was used for conductivity
measurements. The current was generated via a bench top PSU and kept at a constant direct
current of 10 mA. Two electrodes were placed through the sample at constant distance to
monitor the voltage drop through the sample. The results were derived via standard equations for
electrical conductivity and resistivity in DC.
Electrochemical characterization (EIS and CVs) was carried out using a
Potentiostat/Galvanostat/ZRA, Gamry Instruments, Inc. Reference 600TM. Data analysis and
fitting were completed using the Gamry Framework, EChem Analyst. Electrochemical tests in
EMI-TFSI were performed using the following setups, assembled under nitrogen atmosphere:
i) 3 electrodes system: rCMG (rectangular grid, dimensions: 5.0 mm, 4.8 mm and 3.4 mm,
Figure 1e) was using as working electrode, silver wire as counter electrode and Ag/AgCl (3M
NaCl) as reference electrode (Figure S7). ii) Pouch cell: symmetric double-layer capacitor
(EDLC) with 3D printed rCMG/Cu-based samples as electrodes and cellulose paper as separator
(Figure 3). Further details and protocols can be found in the Supporting Information.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ink formulation, rheology and printing
The colloidal inks are based on a commercially available thermo responsive polymer (Pluronic
F127, BASF). F127 in water forms a hydrogel able to carry any particle system such as ceramics
with different compositions and particle shapes.29,30 F127 is a tri-block non-ionic copolymer
(PEO-PPO-PEO) that in solution responds to temperature by changing its configuration and as a
consequence its flow and viscoelastic behaviour. At temperatures below lower critical solution
temperature (< LCST), all three components in the tri-block are hydrophilic and its viscosity is
very low. At temperatures above its LCST, PPO becomes hydrophobic leading to a change in the
tri-block conformation, with the formation of micelles, that considerable increase viscosity.
These hydrogels are a very versatile and robust carrier to control the flow and viscoelasticity of
most materials. Inks with a wide range of solid contents are formulated by mixing CMG (Figure
S1, Supporting Information) or Cu powders with F127 water solutions at a temperature of ~4°C
(well below the LCST of ~17°C, Figure 1a). At room temperature (>LCST), the CMG flakes and
F127 micelles assemble into a network, forming a soft solid with high viscosity and elastic
behaviour (Figure 1a-c). The oxygen functionalities distributed in the edges and surface of CMG
flakes facilitate multiple F127-CMG interactions leading to an assembled network. We propose
the following mechanism: at temperatures below LCST, the PEO components in F127 tri-blocks
may establish hydrogen bonds with carboxyl and hydroxyl functional groups in edges and basal
planes in CMG. When the temperature rises over the LCST (between 15-19°C for Cu and CMG
inks with different solid and F127 concentrations, Figure 1c), the central part in the tri-block
(poly(propylene oxide) (PPO)) becomes hydrophobic. This results in the formation of hydrogel
micelles and in hydrophobic interactions of the PPO segment with the un-oxidised aromatic
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islands on the basal plane of CMG flakes.31,32 These 3D assemblies result in soft solids with very
flexible rheology depending on the CMG content (Figure 1). Inks with concentrations between 2
and 6 wt% prepared from freeze-dried CMG (CMG:F127, 1:1 (dry weight)) display good
viscoelastic flow for DIW. 3D structures with very different shapes and sizes (Figure 1d-f) were
built following a computer design in a robocaster using nozzles with diameters ranging from
1000 µm down to 100 µm at printing speeds between 6 and 12 mm s-1.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of CMG assembly with a thermo-responsive non-ionic
triblock copolymer (CMG:F127 is 1:1). (b) Comparison of viscosity values and magnitude of the
storage modulus (G’ values obtained from two fingerprints: amplitude and frequency sweeps) for
CMG (6 wt%) and Cu (85 wt%) water-based F127 inks. (c) Effect of temperature on
viscoelasticity (temperature sweep) for CMG (6 wt%) and Cu (85 wt%) water-based F127 inks.
(d-f) Images showing CMG and Cu 3D printed structures: (d) CMG cylinder (Ø~10 mm) made
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to characterise rCMG bulk properties (i.e. conductivity and mechanical behaviour); (e) CMG
grid designed for electrochemical testing; (f) Cu grid. (g-i) Images showing the internal
microstructures after thermal reduction. (g) Cross section of a woodpile CMG aerogel showing
that the filaments are stiff enough to preserve their shape across gaps. (h, i) internal
microstructure of the CMG (h) and Cu (i) filaments.

The inks are shear thinning with viscosity and storage modulus (G’) that increase with CMG
concentration (Figure 1b). They flow smoothly under shear and rapidly recover their initial
stiffness as the shear decreases. These inks can be printed on demand in the shape of cylinders
(Figure 1d) for electrical and mechanical testing or grids (Figure 1f) for electrochemical and
surface area characterization and also as an integrated device (Figure 2). Inks with lower
concentrations (2.5 wt%) can be printed through the narrowest nozzles (100 µm) but the
extruded filaments are not stiff enough (G’ ~2kPa) to avoid deflection across spans. The storage
modulus of inks with a CMG concentration of 6 wt% can reach values up to 100 kPa (Figure 1b,
c). The filaments extruded from these inks are strong enough to support their weight without
deflection across spans up to 0.6 mm (Figure 1g). Once printed, they maintain their shape whilst
supporting subsequent layers (Figure 1d, e). F127 has an important role stabilising the flakes
within the ink, avoiding restacking and agglomeration32,33 while creating a homogeneous noncovalent network. These bonds can break down easily (providing shear thinning flow) and
quickly rebuild, facilitating the recovery of the initial viscosity and elastic response once
deposited. XPS spectra of as-printed CMG-F127 cylinders before thermal reduction confirm the
ink formulation chemistry, displaying an increase of intensity for the peaks corresponding to
F127 functional groups (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
Copper inks (Cu content 85 wt%) were prepared following the same process. These metallic
conductive inks are also shear thinning and display a strong elastic behavior at temperatures
above LCST (Figure 1b, c); their viscosity and storage modulus values are higher than those for
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CMG inks (Figure 1b). These differences are due to the intrinsic characteristics of CMG flakes
and Cu particles forming the networks (size, shape, surface area and density). Monitoring the
viscoelastic properties during a temperature ramp provides a comparison of the two inks (Figure
1c). Both have lower G’ and G’’ values when the temperature drops below the LCST and the
F127 hydrogel network breaks down; but with different behaviors and structures. The Cu ink
behaves as a viscoelastic solid but the temperature drop breaks the network down completely,
leading to a liquid-like system (G’’>G’, Figure 1e). For the CMG ink, G’ and G’’ only drop
slightly and the elastic component still dominates (G’>G’’); this ink behaves like a gel. This can
be explained by the arrangement of 2D CMG flakes with high aspect ratio in a liquid
crystal34,22,35,36 and the small contribution of low amounts of F127 (only 6 wt%) to the overall
stiffness.
At room temperature (> 20 °C) both inks have optimal viscoelastic flow for the 3D printing
process (Figure 1c). We have printed a multicomponent electrode using two printing nozzles per
layer (Figure 2a and video in the Supporting Information). The multicomponent design consists
of two electrodes, the external walls contain the current collector and the inner walls are made of
active material precursor (Figures 2a-d). Using the same F127 formulation facilitates bonding
between the lines while avoiding additional binding agents. After printing, the electrodes are
fast-frozen with liquid nitrogen, freeze-dried (Figure 2c) and thermally reduced (Figure 2d). The
combination of printing and freezing templates the inner architecture of the CMG filaments.
Extrusion through nozzles with long tips aligns the CMG flakes along parallel flow streamlines
creating an axial arrangement37 in the cross section (Figure 1h and 2g); while freezing avoids
collapse, shrinkage and restacking of the flakes preserving a highly interconnected structure.
FEGSEM images of the internal microstructure within the rCMG filaments evidence high macro-
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porosity (~5-10 μm) with a concentric orientation of the pores along the axial direction (Figures
1g, h and 2g). This arrangement has also been observed in ceramics inks37 and composites.38,39

Figure 2. 3D printed graphene-based electrodes. (a) 3D model for the printing process. The
external walls of the electrode containing the current collector (two adjacent Cu line) while the
internal walls are made of the active material (two adjacent CMG lines). (b) Image of as printed
CMG/Cu 1 leg component showing the fine details of the piled up filaments extruded through
500 µm nozzle using 6 wt% rCMG and 85 wt% Cu inks. (c) 2 legs electrode after freeze drying
and (d) 1 leg component after simultaneous reduction (rCMG) and sintering (Cu) at 900°C (same
component as b). (e) XPS and Raman spectrum show the effective sp2 recovery, after thermal
treatment. FESEM images. (f) SEM images at the rCMG/Cu interface (g) and inside the rCMG
filaments (h). At the Cu/rCMG interface, the flakes fully cover the surface of the Cu particles
showing very good physical contact. Cu nano-spheres formed on the graphene flakes surface
were spotted throughout the active material, probably due to Cu evaporation and condensation.
Copper does not wet carbon surfaces40 so it is not surprising that vapour condenses to form
spherical nanoparticles during thermal reduction.
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Post-processing and charaterisation
Thermal reduction of CMGs and sintering of copper particles take place simultaneously. Cu
particle size, shape and solid loading are adjusted to match the shrinkage (~ 5 % in volume) of
the two materials during the thermal treatment. After reduction at 900 °C, we obtain a binderfree 3D structure consisting of a reduced graphene oxide aerogel (rCMG) in direct contact with
sintered copper (Figure 2d). Using the same formulation base and optimizing conditions to avoid
miss-matching shrinkage provided excellent contact between both materials (Figure 2f). The
graphene oxide flakes cover the surface of the Cu particles, resulting in an interlocking interface
between them. In fact the presence of some sub-microparticles (< 400 nm) of copper in the
rCMG can also be observed due to the diffusion of copper into the rCMG (Figure 2f and 2h).
XPS and Raman prove the quality of the partially reduced CMG prepared with F127 and confirm
that the thermal reduction is effective (Figure 2e). The C/O ratio increases from 2 to 30, the
spectrum displays sharper D and G peaks and, more importantly, the appearance of a 305 cm-1
width 2D peak at 2653 cm-1 which is characteristic of rGO (Figure 2e and S3c, Supporting
Information). The reduction of 3D printed CMG cylinders leads to aerogels with a bulk density
of ~30 mg cm-3, a BET surface area of 193 ± 2 m2 g-1 (Figure S4) and electrical conductivity
values of 90 ± 20 S m-1. These values are comparable to those measured for other CMG derived
aerogels and printed structures.17,41 The interconnected porous architecture at the micro-scale
favours the flow of the electrolyte across the 3D network of active material thus facilitating ion
transport. BET and TEM (Figure S5, Supporting Information) confirm the presence of
mesopores (2-50 nm) that are considered beneficial for supercapacitor devices.42
Cyclic compression tests were coupled with electrical conductivity measurements on 3D printed
rCMG cylinders; they show elastic-brittle behaviour with similar strengths to other aerogels with
similar densities.43 During compression they initially exhibit reversible elastic behaviour (up to
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10% strain) with consistent conductivity values after the second cycle (Figure S6, Supporting
Information). Increasing the compression strain above 10% results in a change of the stress-strain
slope due to ‘yielding’ and microcracking at 18-20% that leads to a slight drop in conductivity
values.
Electrochemical characterisation
Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) of the 3 electrodes system using an ionic liquid (EMI-TFSI) - selected
as electrolyte because of the wide electrochemical stability window of ionic liquids (ILs) (energy
density is directly proportional to the voltage squared) 44 - stability to 3V (Figure S8). The specific
capacitance of the rCMG self-supporting electrodes calculated from the CVs is 16 F g-1 at 2 mV s1

(Supporting Information). Additionally, the symmetric configuration - using two coupled multi-

material printed electrodes mounted as a symmetrical supercapacitor (Figure 3) - demonstrates the
potential of this approach to manufacture bespoke energy storage devices (Figure 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Figure 3. (a) Image of mounted supercapacitor device components prior testing; including
cellulose paper separator, positive and negative electrodes. (b) Scheme of the cross section
showing a model of the Cu and rCMG filaments and separator. (c) Mounted device ready for
testing: image of the vacuum-sealed supercapacitor pouch cell with protruding Al foil tabs; the
inset shows a simplified diagram of the system.
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Impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been previously used to analyze the performance of devices,
for example to differentiate between the resistance and the capacitance of a supercapacitor.45-47
The key-plot of EIS measurements is the Nyquist plot, which represents the imaginary part of the
impedance (-Zim) versus the real part (Zreal). Zreal is related to the resistance of the electrolyte, the
electrode, the contacts and any other Faradaic resistance; Zim is related to the charge storage
mechanism and the reaction controlled by diffusion of the electrolyte.48 From the generated
Nyquist plots it is possible to deduce many features related to the resistance (illustrated in Figure
4a).46-47 The schematic representation has three different regions: i) semi-circle (high
frequencies), ii) 45º line (medium frequencies) and iii) vertical line (low frequencies) (Figure
4a).
i) The bulk electrolyte resistance, Rs, (the current collector could also be included49) can be
identified at high frequencies (> 1 kHz) from the generated Nyquist plots (Figure 4). The
electrolyte and electrode composition were the same for both configurations, but Rs is 5 times
higher for the 3-electrode system than for the symmetric one (64 Ω and 13 Ω respectively) could
be due to the smaller resistance of its current collector. The semi-circle loop is also observed at
high frequencies (defined as a RC-circuit (Ri-Ci)) for the 3-electrodes system (Figure 4b).46 This
is related to the double layer capacitance and charge-transfer resistance49 (Figure 4a). Ci
represents the interfacial capacitance at the interface and αi (0<αi<1) illustrates the non-ideal
behaviour of Ci. When Ri tends to infinite the interface is blocked and the cell works like a
dielectric capacitor; when it tends to cero the RC-loop disappears and the Nyquist plot has the
same shape that the ideal supercapacitor (Figure 4a). Generally, Rs+Ri decreases if the electrolyte
conductivity is increased or the resistivity of the interface current collector-carbon electrode
decreased.46-47 For the symmetric system, the Nyquist plot does not display the semi-circle loop
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(Figure 4b) and Ri tends to a very low value. The same electrolyte is used in both configurations
but the total impedance for the multi-material printed device (symmetric system) is significantly
lower, demonstrating the good contact between the rCMG electrode and the copper current
collector (Figure 2f). These results prove that printing both components (electrode and current
collector) together favours the electronic contact between them.
ii) The middle frequency region (45º line, Figure 4a) is due to the resistance depending on the
frequency (Rω); Rω is associated with the electrolyte diffusion and penetration in the pores of the
electrode.45,47 For both systems, Rω is small (Figure 4b) due to the large pores within the rCMG
aerogel (Figure 2g).
iii) At low frequency values (<1 kHz) the cell behaviour is represented by the circuit Rsc(ω)-C(ω)
(Figure 4a). Where C(ω) is the cell capacitance and Rsc(ω) the series resistance of the cell (Rsc(ω)
= Rs + Ri+ Rω). Rsc(ω) depends on the impedance contact and both of them vary with frequency.
An ideal supercapacitor presents a vertical tail (Figure 4a); a non-vertical slope indicates that
other processes (besides double layer formation) such as diffusion limitations or Faradaic
reactions45, 49 might be taking place. In the Nyquist plots for both configurations, the tails are
slightly tilted (Figure 4b) likely due to the high viscosity of the IL at room temperature.
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Figure 4. a) Typical Nyquist plot of a carbon-carbon supercapacitor. It includes high to low
frequency behaviour of a supercapacitor with the equivalent circuits (Rs is the high frequency
resistance, Ri the resistance of the active material/current collector interface, Ci the interface
capacitance with the dispersion parameter αi, R(ω) a part of the supercapacitor resistance
depending on the frequency and C(ω) the supercapacitor cell capacitance) and b) Nyquist plots
recorded from 100 kHz to 10 mHz, for the 3-electrodes (blue) and symmetric (black) systems in
EMI-TFSI electrolyte, with their corresponding magnification of high and mid frequencies
response.

From the EIS results it is also possible to calculate the total effective capacitance of the cell and
the relaxation time (τ, or time required to discharge the half of the energy stored in the device)
using Equations 1 and 2, respectively:47
C (ω) = 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 (𝜔) − 𝑗𝐶𝑖𝑚 (𝜔) =

𝜏0 =

1

𝑓0

=

2𝜋

−𝑍𝑖𝑚 (𝜔)

𝜔|𝑍(𝜔)|2

−j

𝑍𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 (𝜔)

𝜔|𝑍(𝜔)|2

𝜔

[Eq. 1]
[Eq. 2]

Where 𝑗 is the imaginary number, Creal the real part component of C and Cim the imaginary, 𝑓0 is

the frequency reached at the maximum of Cim and ω is the angular frequency.48 The imaginary
and real parts of the capacitance are plotted versus frequency (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Imaginary (Cim) and real (Creal) parts of the capacitance plotted versus frequency
(logarithmic scale) calculated from EIS results for the (a) 3-electrode and (b) symmetric system,
in EMI-TFSI electrolyte at 0V, and their relaxation times (τ), which correspond to the inverse of
the frequency at the maximum of Cim curves (f0)

The relaxation time is related to the ion diffusion, so the expected values for an IL are larger than
those for aqueous electrolytes (< 10s), the value for the symmetric system is 31.6s, 3 times
smaller than the obtained for the 3-electrode system due to the good electronic properties of the
printed device.
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Figure 6. a) Galvanostatic charge−discharge curves at increasing current densities for the
symmetric device; b) specific capacitance versus current density calculated from galvanostatic
charge-discharge curves; c) Ragone plot calculated from galvanostatic charge−discharge curves
registered considering only the mass of the two electrodes of the supercapacitor device; and d)
cycle performance at 15 A g-1 for 10000 cycles.

The capacitance value calculated at low frequency (close to the vertical line of the Nyquist Plot)
is around 8 F g-1 (Figure 5). This is the expected value for a rCMG aerogel with a BET of 193 ± 2
m2 g-1, also in agreement with the results obtained by CVs (16 F g-1 at 2 mV s-1, Figure S8) and
with the galvanostatic charge-discharge curves (13 F g-1) registered at high current density (30 A
g-1) for the symmetric system (Figure 6a-b). At lower current densities (3A g-1) the calculated
capacitance increases up to 140 F g-1 which could be attributed to redox reactions of the rCMG’s
residual oxygen functional groups (Figure 2e) or parasitic metal contamination. As a result the
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specific energy and power densities reach values of 26 Wh kg-1 (at the power density of 1.7 kW
kg-1) and 13 kW kg-1 (at the energy density of 1.2 Wh kg-1), respectively (figure 6c). The
capacitance retention at 15 A g-1 rated 80% after 10,000 cycles (Figure 6d), indicating that the
multi-material printed device has a promising viability and long term stability. Optimization of the
design and/or materials to improve the performance of the final device compared vs. other
manufacturing approaches is beyond the scope of this proof of concept. Our results open up
multiple possibilities, for example in developing components for other energy devices as anodes
for Lithium ion batteries; and the processing of carbon materials doped with nanoparticles or
activated graphene (using chemical, hydrothermal or physical activation) to enhance their initial
surface area and improve the capacitance (pseudocapacitance) of the final devices.

CONCLUSIONS
The formulation of thermo-responsive inks using F127 provides a robust, flexible and easily
scalable-up approach to design and fabricate multicomponent graphene-based electrodes and
devices for EES. They can be designed to provide enhanced mechanical performance, effective
packing of rCMG, low active material density, enhanced interface contact and electrical
properties.
This proof of concept demonstrates the capabilities of additive manufacturing techniques to
make electrodes and devices for EES applications in bespoke configurations, which will
eventually allow tailored designs that could be integrated in confined spaces. The thermoresponsive water-based hydrogel inks can be adapted to a broad range of materials from
graphene to metals and ceramics, opening up new possibilities across disciplines, from EES
devices to health and engineering; allowing the fabrication of customised devices tailored to fit
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applications with complex geometries. The formulations and strategy developed in this work will
contribute to advance in the field of EES, in particular on the fabrication of multimaterials
supercapacitors, battery electrodes and devices rationally designed to improve the interface
between the materials and to optimize performance by decreasing the resistance of printed
devices.
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